I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, the performance of parallel I/O systems had been extensively investigated due to the growth and availability of RAID. File assignment to disks in parallel I/O system had been extensively researched in [1] , [2] , [12] , [14] , [15] , and [19] . These file assignment algorithms assign files to disks in a way that cost function is minimized. In the general case, the cost function may involve communication costs, update costs, storage costs and queuing costs. However, finding the optimal algorithm is an NP-complete problem [14] . An off-line file assignment algorithm must assign files to disks using all the information of files. By contrast, an on-line file assignment algorithm allocates files to disks using the only information of the current state of all disks and previous assigned files. Generally, off-line mode is corresponding to static file assignment, and on-line mode is corresponding to dynamic file assignment scheme [19] . Most static file assignment algorithms assume that the access statistics are immutable, and hence the file assignment scheme needs to be computed only once and can continuously work for a long period [6] , [8] , [13] . Dynamic file assignment algorithms [13] update the file allocation scheme potentially upon every request. There are two different file allocation camps which are addressed as partitioning and non-partitioning. While stripping-based file assignment schemes which belong to partitioning scheme are common for file systems with large size files [18] , non-partitioning file assignment algorithms are suitable for web and server applications [10] , [11] , [21] .
Least Storage Balanced (LSB) [22] placement algorithm takes the least storage capacity as the cost function. Other heuristic algorithms introduce mean response time as an objective function to be minimized in parallel I/O system. Web server applications that publish significant amounts of data stored in a back-end database must answer end-users' requests instantly before they lose patience [10] . More precisely, reducing mean response time of parallel disk storage systems is a must for these applications. There are a wide variety of ways to reduce the mean response time or improve the system throughput for parallel I/O systems [3] , [4] , [17] . The well-known static file assignment algorithm called Sort Partition (SP) was developed to reduce mean response time in parallel I/O system [7] . SP calculates the aggregate load of all files. It sorts all files in descending order of their service time and assigns contiguous segment of files to each disk until reaching the calculated average load. The remainder files are assigned to the last disk. SP renovates mean response time with minimal variance of service time by separating large files from small files. In order to overcome SP's drawback of assigning all remaining files to the last disk, Perfect Balancing (PB) [9] allocates them to a subset of the disks. Static Round Robin (SOR) algorithm was proposed in [16] to overcome the workload characteristic assumptions by SP and PB. These file allocation algorithms aimed at minimizing response time. However, no attention has been focused on fairness. In the most general case, the web clients with large size file requests wait longer than small size file requests in SP and SOR. The purpose of this paper is to guarantee fairness and load balancing. The basic idea of SAF is to assign all files to disks in terms of file load. The SAF algorithm achieves fairness that each file requestor has approximate mean waiting time. It provides the same chance to serve different file requests. The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the fairness problem. In Section 3, we show the proposed algorithm SAF. Experimental results are shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research are given in Section 5.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
File assignment algorithms are used in parallel I/O systems to allocate data properly and efficiently before being accessed by users. Without restriction of generality, we assume that each file is allocated entirely to one disk. We will consider the problem of assigning n files { } 
Definition 1(Priority queue): Each disk associates with a request queue. If disk resource is available when a request comes, the request occupies it at once. If no disk resource is available when a request comes, the higher priority requests will preempt lower priority requests, i.e., they can take over and use a disk resource currently being used by a lower priority request whenever no free disk resources are available.
Definition 2(Fairness): k W denotes the mean waiting time of the kth type of file requests in priority queue. The parallel I/O system is said to be fair if and only if for any requests set F , it is the case that 1 2 ...
2) The objective of this paper is to find a file assignment scheme X to satisfy (1) and (2) . Table 1 [7] . The system model is based on M/G/1 queue.
A. Achieve Fairness Theorem 1. Assuming that file set is F and load set is ρ . Let
, the load correlation is obtained as follows:
where 1 θ → , the fairness is achieved.
To prove the theorem 1, we will use three lemmas. The first lemma specifies the system utilization. Since the mathematical expectation of n Y can be computed as
In M/G/1 queue model, the following holds for any n ( )
Using formula (3) and (4), we obtain 
In M/G/1 queue model, the average waiting time Since the first type of file has the highest priority, the mean waiting time of 1 f can be computed as 
Where 1 2
The mathematical expectation of G W can be computed as ( )
(10) Using the lemma 2, (10) can be simplified as
Therefore, the mathematical of 
Similarly, we obtain the mean waiting time of ( )
From (13), we obtain the following formula,
From Lemma 2, it follows that
Therefore, the Lemma 3 is proved. ■
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof:
The proof proceeds by induction on p , the number of file types. We first show the induction basis for p =1 and then the inductive step. 
Since 2 
By our inductive hypothesis above, we have 1 2 2 ,...,
Using (16) and (18), it follows from (17) 1 / 1
Therefore, the following formula has been gained
It follows from (16) and (19) that ( )
Therefore, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. ■ According to the theorem 1, fairness is achievable if the condition 1 θ → in priority queue model. In the general case, the file requests wait in the usual FCFS (first-come-first-served order). Although the theorem 1 is based on priority queue model, we obtain the following theorem in non-priority queue model. 
Using lemma 3, we obtain 2 21
From (20) and (22), we obtain ( )
In other words, the fairness is achievable in nonpriority queue model of parallel I/O system. ■ Figure 1 . The Static Approximate Fairness Algorithm with detail description
B. SAF Algorithm Description
The SAF algorithm assigns files to disks according to load. Fig. 1 outlines SAF algorithm with some detailed descriptions. SAF calculates the average disk load in step 1. In step 2, SAF selects files with the closest optimal load from file set F . Step 3 assigns files to different disks until reaching their average load. Remainder files will be assigned to the last disk. The load of remainder files is almost equal to the load of files assigned to the last disk. So it is very reasonable to assign remainder files to the last disk. SAF achieves fairness that each request has approximate mean waiting time according to the theorem 1. In addition, SAF guarantees load balancing where each disk load does not exceed average load.
C. SAF Algorithm Complexity
The algorithm complexity is divided space complexity and time complexity. The input of SAF is file set and disk set. Therefore, the space complexity of SAF is O ( )
The time complexity of Step 1 is O ( ) 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Here we compared the performance of the proposed SAF against the well-known file assignment schemes Greedy and SP. We considered fairness, load balancing, and mean response time as the primary performance metric in parallel I/O system.
A. Description of Test Data and Experiments
The experimental testbed is based on SimPy. SimPy is a process-based discrete-event simulation language based on standard Python and released under the GNU LGPL. In the simulation, SimPy randomly generated 1000 requests of each i f in file set
, and access rates ranged from 1 to 1000.
B. The Number of File Types
We found SAF guaranteed fairness in contrast to SP. SAF implements fairness for different parameter θ as shown in Fig.2-4 . For example, for 
C. Two Types of Access Rates Distributions
Uniform access rates distribution and non-uniform access rates distribution with the same aggregate access rate are shown in Fig. 5 . As Figs. 6 and 7 show, the variance of mean waiting time in SAF is smaller than SP, which means SAF achieves better fairness than SP under two types of access rates distributions. 
D. Workload Characteristic Assumption
We found that SAF satisfied the fair goal on workload characteristic assumption. As observed in real system traces [5] , [18] , there exists a strong inverse correlation between file access frequency and file size in the realworld web applications requests. The most popular files are typically small in size, while the large size files are relatively unpopular. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of access rates across 30 different types of files. There are three types of small size files with small service time, and access rates are 160,250 and 200. The mean waiting time of SP and SAF are shown in Fig. 9 . The mean waiting time of SP starts with a steady decline because it assigns files to the disks according to descending order of service time. SAF guarantees approximate mean waiting time between disk requests due to it assigns files to disks in terms of load. 
E. Load Balancing
The SAF algorithm guaranteed load balancing among different disks. Fig. 10 shows a sample of coefficient of variation of disk load under different number of disks. The Greedy algorithm leads to the best load balance because load balancing is its only goal. SAF and SP also guarantee load balancing. These results confirm our expectation that SAF leads to load balancing. 
F. Mean Response Time of SP,SAF and Greedy
Fig . 11 shows the mean response time of three algorithms. SP provides 20% improvement in mean response time compared with Greedy, and 10% improvement in mean response time compared with SAF. These results confirm our intuitive expectation that SP leads to the best response time because reducing response time is its main goal. On the other hand, Greedy leads to the worst response time because it does not explicitly attempt to reduce response time. SAF algorithm allocates files to disks based on load. Therefore, the mean waiting time between file requests is approximate. In addition, The SAF algorithm guarantees load balancing. The SAF algorithm provides the same chance to serve different file requests. Experimental results show SAF achieves fairness compared with SP and reduces the mean response time compared with Greedy in parallel I/O system. In future work, we will investigate nonpartitioned dynamic file assignment scheme.
